JURA IMPRESSA XS9 Classic

Technical overview
Commercial standards by JURA
Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©)
CLARIS filter cartridge
Variable brewing chamber
High-performance conical grinder
High-performance pump
Thermoblock technology
Cappuccino frother
Height-adjustable coffee spout
Programmable coffee strength
Programmable brewing temperature
Programmable amount of water
Hot water function
Integrated rinsing, cleaning, descaling program
Programmable switch-off time
Power switch
Swiss made

Programming
Programmable hot water quantity
white
5–16 g
6 levels
15 bar
2 blocks

up to 60 cups
260 g / 750 g
max. 40
5.7 L

66–146mm
15 bar
2 system

Specific features
Latte macchiato at the touch of a button
Cappuccino at the touch of a button
One or two cups of coffee in one brewing operation
Sound Design
Energy Save Mode, E.S.M.©
Separate hot water and steam outlet
Graphic display
Active bean monitoring
Automatic milk system cleaning
Powder chute for second, ground coffee
Multilingual display dialogue system
Progress bar

Capacity
Daily capacity
Bean container / optionally expandable to
Coffee grounds container (portions)
Water tank

Optional

Accessories (all optional)
Cup Warmer
Cool Control
Milk Cooler Piccolo
Large bean container (750 g)
Modular box with MDB interface
Mains water connection
Catering furniture
Facts and figures
Weight
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Cable length
Amperage
Voltage
Power
Article number

13.6 kg
41 x 47 x 39 cm
approx. 1.1 m
10 A
220–240 V, 50/60 Hz
1,350 W
13725

7 Languages
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JURA IMPRESSA XS9 Classic
Exciting drinks at the touch of a button
Design

Ecological Intelligence

Mention the word ‘coffee’ today and people no longer think of just espresso or
milk coffee but also popular favourites like latte macchiato or cappuccino. A trend
that now extends itself to boutiques, offices and the catering sector. So the fact the
IMPRESSA XS9 One Touch produces no fewer than twelve different coffee types –
including latte macchiato – at the touch of a button is welcome news. And thanks
to its compact dimensions and lightweight (13.8 kg), the machine delivers the mobility we associate with JURA.
Design
From the start it was clear that the design of the machine would have to reflect the
quality and characteristics of our freshly prepared coffee specialities. Controls such
as the selector with backlit pictogram, the Rotary Switch or the graphics display are
not only eye-catching optical highlights but also an immense aid to navigation
from the word ‘go’, not mention to the illuminating light for your coffee preparation.
Ecological Intelligence
The IMPRESSA XS9 One Touch helps relieve the strain on the environment and your
budget. Thanks to Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©) the machine uses up to 40% less energy and, if you so wish, switches automatically to standby mode after a certain
time. JURA is therefore already complying with the strict statutory values.

One Touch Cappuccino and Cafe Latte

One-Touch Technology
For most of us, enjoying a well-made cup of coffee is one of life’s daily pleasures.
With the unique One-Touch technology by JURA even speciality coffees with milk
are no longer time-consuming. The IMPRESSA XS9 One Touch delivers cappuccino
or latte macchiato at the touch of a button, with no need to move the cup.
An all-round coffee solution
Using optional modules such as the Cup Warmer, with a matching milk cooler or
an accounting interface, the machine can be upgraded into an all-round coffee solution or optimized for self-service areas. Even people with little or no experience
of coffee machines will find it a snap to operate because the controls are intuitive
and easy to understand. The programming buttons are concealed discreetly behind a flap. And if circumstances require, these can even be blocked to only be accessible to specific users.

All-round coffee solution

With optional extended
bean hopper 750g

